
UNITED NATIONS REPORT 

by Chief  Larry Johnson  of  Caldwell  First  Nation,  Ontario, Canada 

Racism Against Natives in Canada 
I would like to thank all those who made it possible for  us to be here with you 

and extend greetings from  the Ojibway Nation and the Caldwell First Nation of 
central Canada. Our people are indigenous to the southern part of  the Province of 
Ontario. 

We occupied ancestral lands until a treaty was signed in the year 1790 which 
ceded land in our home area. We did not sign this treaty and continued to assert our 
rights to the land involved until Colonial governments made it impossible for  us to 
remain in our villages. 

Key village areas were eventually turned into National and Provincial Parks. 
Other home sites were taken over by colonial homesteading and our people 
eventually scattered though out central Canada. 

During the past thirty years we have done historical research and experienced 
frustrations  in efforts  to bring land claims to the Canadian government. We have now 
endured 209 years of  repression while trying to reclaim a homeland and find  justice 
for  our people. Those of  our Nation have been in central Canada for  thousands of 
years. 

in 1996, Canada accepted our land claim for  negotiations. This was an 
important step because we were negotiating for  a permanent homeland. By the 
fall  of  1998, after  many delays we were able to negotiate an agreement in principal 
to acquire 4500 acres of  land. This was a surprising and welcomed development for 
our Council and most of  our people. 

Last fall,  news of  our proposed land settlement was made public and we 
immediately ran into a of  racist objections. The land settlement does not 
really compensate us for  wrongs done but it is an opportunity to revive our 
community and our culture. 

Racist backlash against our people started with politicians. They are lying and 
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using orchestrated ignorance when dealing with the media. They claim to have not 
been informed  of  our plans for  land. In fact  there were news articles dating back to 
the I970's and requests for  support of  these politicians. None of  them expected us to 
succeed so they didn't pay attention all these years. 

As for  the media there are two local newspapers in the municipality of  Chatham 
Kent. They have carried on a constant barrage of  anti-Indian articles that are 
offensively  racist. Reporting is not balanced and continue to favour  racist out 
pourings. The media are painting our people as a villain, and it is this type of 
journalism provides for  racist politicians and harassment. 

We have encountered name calling and harassment on the streets of  nearby 
towns. Local residents make racial slurs and have caused damage to our homes and 
administration centre. 

Racists are constantly stalking the vicinity of  our new homes and places of 
residence. We are approached almost every night by racists who prefer  to harass us 
under cover of  darkness. 

After  our agreement in principle was announced, a right winged extremist 
group was formed.  They call themselves the Chatham Kent Community Network and 
their sole purpose is to stop us from  having a homeland in our traditional territory. 
The CKCN are using underhanded tactics and a constant anti indigenous media 
campaign. 

They are currently supporting several court injunctions and set up racist signs 
that say "Not For Sale" and basically mean not for  sale to Indigenous people and 
these signs are displayed prominently on properties near our proposed land 
settlement. The signs are probably the most blatant symbol of  racism in the Chatham 
Kent area. 

A further  tactic is to try to prevent our First Nation from  acquiring land by 
coercing and co-opting people into signing a first  right of  refusal  to a company they 
control. They have done this to prevent us from  having our future  homeland. 

There is another right winged group in our area called "Canada First". They 
are connected with racist political parties and we refer  to them as "Canada's Worst". 

In conclusion the Chatham Kent area of  Canada is probably the racist capital 
of  Canada and may have only been surpassed by tactics used against black people in 
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Alabama and Mississippi, U.S.A. prior to the civil rights movement. 

We are hoping the World takes notice of  events in this part of  Canada so the 
Federal and Provincial governments can pass legislation eliminating racial 
discrimination against our people and our rights to land. Local politicians are morally 
bankrupt in that they have fed  off  racist events. 

Thank you for  having us here. It is a great honour to have been able to 
address this assembly. 

MEGWETCH 
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